The paper describes the analysis of oil film temperature distributions that are generated in the gear train journal bearings of high speed shaft. The oil film temperature distributions were obtained on the assumption of adiabatic, laminar oil film for the finite bearing length, parallel axis of journal and bush and radial load of bearings. Maximum oil film temperature was determined based on the obtained oil film temperature distributions. The calculation were carried-out on the condition of static equilibrium position of journal .
INTRODUCTION
The hoisting devices in coal mines are equipped in the driving system of two way reduction gear train with the herringbone gears which are fixed on the shafts operating in the cylindrical journal bearings. Technical state of gear train is monitored periodically by visual inspection of its elements, by the diagnostic methods using the measurements and analysis of vibration signals that are registered on the gear box housing [1] . The periodic measurements, investigation and analysis of vibration signals together with the design-calculation verification are the grounds for the evaluation of technical state of gear train and for the decision on the further exploitation. Cylindrical journal bearings of high and low speed shafts of two outputs gearbox transmit high mechanical and thermal loads on the condition of fluid lubrication. However, visual evaluation of the bearing surface points on the periodic occurrence of boundary lubrication that causes the wear of bearings and journal (Fig.1) . Boundary friction mostly occurs during start-up of driving system at insufficient quantity of lubricant. It causes that the bearing operates in the mixed lubrication and large amount of heat that is generated on the bearing surface increases the bearing temperature 1,2]. Additionally it generates the bearing clearance variations that affect the bearing operation. The bearing temperature distribution and particularly the maximum one allows for bearing performance evaluation [3] . The oil film pressure and temperature distributions were obtained by simultaneous solution of Reynolds, energy and viscosity equations [3] [4] . These basic equations were solved numerically on the assumption of laminar, adiabatic oil film. (1)
NOMENCLATURE D, L bearing diameter and length (m)
Oil film pressure distribution was obtained from Reynolds equation. This distribution was put applied into Eqn. (1) for the determination of oil film temperature one [3, 4] . An effect of supplied oil temperature was analysed by means of heat number K T [3] that results from the transformation of energy equation into the dimensionless form.
RESULTS OF CALCULATIONS
The calculations of high speed bearing operating temperatures were carried-out for the bearing of length to diameter ratio 
CONCLUSIONS
The developed program of numerical calculation allows to determine the geometric and operational parameters that assure proper run of the high speed shaft journal bearings of gear train. In the range of assumed bearing clearance, an increase in the value of the temperature of supplied oil causes the increase in the values of oil film temperature distribution. The oil film temperature distribution allows for determination of its maximum value thus gives the data for the design and monitoring process of bearing and bearing system.
